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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simply connected semisimple a gebraic group over an 
algebraically losed field k of positive characteristic, and assume that G is 
defined and split over the prime field ofk. In the representation the ry of G 
the Weyl modules are of crucial importance. However, rather little is 
known about homomorphisms between them, see [2, 3,6, 10, 121. 
In this paper alarge family ofsuch omomorphisms is found: we show 
that if the dominant weights A and x are, in a certain sense, close enough to 
each other with il below x then there is a nonzero homomorphism 
f: V(n) -+ V(x) between the corresponding Weylmodules. Furthermore, in 
some cases weare able to show that fis unique up to a scalar multiple and
that he composite map of two such omomorphisms is nonzero. 
Section 3 introduces thecentral concept of the paper: certain sets of 
weights hat we call small dominant intervals. The above-mentioned con-
dition that he weights are close enough to each other means precisely that 
they belong to the same small dominant interval. The existence of the 
homomorphisms is derived inSection 6 using the long exact sequences of 
Andersen [ 1] and an induction proof similar to the one in [ 131. To carry 
the induction through weneed acertain property ofsmall dominant inter- 
vals; its rather laborous proof is worked out in Section 5.The uniqueness 
and compositions of the homomorphisms areconsidered in Section 7 for a
special class ofsmall dominant intervals. 
An (unsuccessful) attempt toinclude the homomorphisms of Carter and 
Payne [6] among our results lead to slight improvments of some older 
theorems: In Section 1 we introduce in the set of weights a new partial 
order called the regular linkage r lation. On dominant weights itimplies 
the relation t used in [lo] (or the transitive relation in [1 I), while for 
dominant weights inalcoves the relations are quivalent. I  various older 
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results, including the strong linkage principle, thenew relation can sub- 
stitute fort without any significant hanges in the proofs. Some such results 
are in Sections 2,4, and 6. 
1. THE REGULAR LINKAGE RELATION 
The following otation is used throughout the paper. Let @ be a root 
system in a real vector space E with an inner product (, ). Fix the set A of 
simple roots and let @+ be the corresponding setof positive roots. For any 
root a we have the dual root a” = 2a/(a, ). Elements in 
X={x~E((x,o!“)~~fora11cr~~}andX+={x~X~(x,a”)~0fora11 
CI ECD+ > are called weights and dominant weights, respectively. Each root a
determines a reflection s, in the hyperplane {x E El (x, U) = 0}, and the 
s,‘s generate he Weyl group W of c?. Preliminaries concerning CDand W 
can be found from [S, 91. 
Let p be half the sum of positive roots. For each c1 Eip, n EZ, we set 
H,, = {x E El (x + p, a” ) = n}, and the reflection with respect o the 
hyperplane H,, is denoted by s,,. Fix a prime number p. The group W, 
generated by { s,,~~ ( aE Qi, nE Z} is called the affine W yl group. For any w 
in W, we denote the image of x E E by w * x. The Weyl group is embedded 
in WP by sending s, to s,,~. The hyperplanes determine facets, alcoves, etc.; 
preliminaries on these and related topics can be found from [S]. 
DEFINITION. Let a E @ + and a E Z, a > 0. An element of E is (a, p”)- 
regular ifit does not lie on any of the hyperplanes H,,,, n E b. 
DEFINITION. Let a E @+, m E H, 1 E E, and 1-1 = s,,,~. 1 We say that 
I -+ p is a regular step (in the direction of a)if 
(i) 1 is (a, p”)-regular fo some pa dividing mp, and 
(ii) ff,,, lies trictly between ,? and -p. 
DEFINITION. Let 1, x E E. We say that 1is regularly linked tox, and we 
use the symbols ;1 H- x and x + A, if ,l= x or there is a chain of regular 
steps x+ * . . + il. 
If 1 --f ,u is a regular step then p is closer to -p than i; hence --H is a 
partial order on X. Note that Iz +t x does not imply Iz d 1 in the usual par- 
tial order. On the other hand, + has the following useful property: x -H 
I and w. x ++ w * 1 are equivalent for any w in W. 
We shall occasionally need slightly more general versions ofthe above 
definitions. Let RE E and @: c @+. When we replace above @+ by @:, 
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hyperplanes H by R + p + H, and s,,,* accordingly, then we say that the 
generalized notions are with respect to (R, Q,: ). 
Let t be the relation defined inSection 6 of [lo]. It is clear that 7and cc 
coincide atleast on dominant weights in alcoves. Moreover, if A-+ p is a 
regular step and I E -p + X+ then p t 2. On the other hand, if 
P = (s U,+Py 9 A) T I and p E -p + X+ is (c(, p”)-regular then A-+ ,U is a regular 
step. 
In the following section itwill become appearent that ft can substitute 
for the strong linkage relation i several results on G-modules. For this we 
shall need the analogue of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 of [ 11: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let XE -p+X+, ArzX, WE W, and W.AE -p+X+. 
Zf x ++ A, then x-++ w. 1 and the chain x -+ . . . + w. A of regular steps can 
be chosen from -p + X+. 
The following is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Zf 1, x E - p + X+ then ;I ++ x implies 1 T x. 
The proof of the proposition shows that the relation + is harder to 
handle than t . We cannot proceed in the same way as in Cl], mainly 
because Lemma 5 of [lo] does not seem to have an analogue for our 
relation. I stead our method is to reduce the proposition to aclaim in rank 
two, which in turn is settled simply by means of plane figures. 
We consider first the rank two case. Let E+ = {.a- E El (x, a) > 0 for all 
CtE@+}. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let @ be an irreducible root system of rank two and R E E. 
Let XER+E+ and A = s(x) where s is the reflection with respect to
R+P+H~,~~~, NE@+, b>O, p[m>O, and mp’<(X-R,a”)< 
(m + 1)~~. rf w E W with A.‘= ~(2 -R) E E+ then 1-++ I’ with respect to
CR, @+). 
ProojI Obviously it is enough to prove the claim with 
P pb+l(~-R)+R andp- b + ‘(A - R) + R in places of x and A, respectively. 
So we may assume b = 1. We can also assume A# - p + X+ . Then a is not a 
simple root. 
The idea is now to go through all essentially different cases in the three 
root systems, and in each case to give, by means of a plane figure, the 
required chain of regular steps. No figures are shown here, but the reader 
can easily carry out this traightforward o k. All the points x in the 
closure ofthe same alcove can be treated inthe same way, except hat if x 
lies on a hyperplane then some degeneracy inthe chain x+ . . * + 1’ might 
occur; note too that since the inequalities mp c (x - R, CL” )< (m f 1)p 
are proper certain hyperplanes are not allowed for x. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. Denote the claim of the proposition by
P(1, x). Clearly P(x, 1) is true for any x E -p + X+. Moreover, if x is 
minimal in -p + X+ with respect to <, then x is in the closure of the 
lowest alcove and hence the only Iz with x-H A is x itself; so P(,$ x) is true 
for any such x. Thus to prove the proposition wecan fix I, 2 and use the 
following induction hypothesis: P(A’, x’) is true if x’ < 2 or if x’ = x, I’ # 1, 
and x ++ I’ ++ 1. 
Let x=&+IZ,-+...+&= I be regular steps. Suppose n > 1. Then the 
induction hypothesis gives P(Iz, , x) : if w, E W with wI .A1 E --p + X+ then 
there are regular steps I+ . . . + w1 * A1 inside -p + X+. This implies 
w1 .1, < x, and since A1 is closer to - p than x, we get w1 * 1, < 1. Further- 
more, since 1, -H A, we have w1 . I, + wI * I, and hence we can use 
P(w,.A, w,.1,).Sothereareregularstepsw,~1,+-.*+w.Jin -p+X+.
These two chains give P(iz, x). Therefore w can assume n = 1. 
Now we have a regular step I+ 1, and of course we assume 
A.+! -p+X+. Let A=s,,,.x where a~@+ andp”~(~+p,a’)>np”>O. 
We can assume in addition (x + p, a ” ) < (n + 1) p”, since otherwise the 
step I+ il could be divided into smaller regular steps and then we could 
argue as above. 
Since I $ --p + X+ we have (A+ p, b ” ) -K 0 for some simple root B. 
Clearly a#/l and (a, 8) #O. 
Let @i be the root system generated by a and /? in the plane 
E, = [wa + R/I. That is, @i = {s(a), s(B)ls E W,> where W, is the subgroup 
of W generated bys, and sg. Then @i is an irreducible root system of rank 
two. We can take @: = Qp, n @+ to be the set of positive roots (cf. [9, 
10.11). 
Consider a plane P that is parallel toE, . The hyperplanes H,,, , y E 0 T , 
m E Z, are orthogonal to P, and their intersections with P form in P a 
system that can be identified with the usual afline hyperplane system of Q1. 
Clearly we can then apply Lemma 1.3 to the points of P; R is now the uni- 
que point in H,,, n H,, n P. In particular, letP= A + El = x + E,. Since 
@:E@+ we have (x-R,y”)=(~+p,y”)>O for all YE@:. Pick 
WOE W, such that (w,.J+p,y”)>O for all YE@:. We deduce that 
1 ++ w, .A, first inP with respect to(R, @: ), then in E with respect to
( - p, @: ), and finally in E with respect to( - p, @J + ). Moreover I< w I .1. 
If there is a chain x+ *.. + w1 . I of at least wo regular steps, then 
P(l, x) follows from the induction hypothesis just as in the beginning of the 
proof. So assume that x + wi . A is a regular step. If w1 * ;1 E - p + X+ then 
P(A, x) is clear. Assume otherwise. Then as above we can find w2 E W with 
x - W2Wl . A > w1 .1. We can continue this way, and the goal is reached 
after finitely many steps ince w1 . I < w2 wI . il < . . . < w . A. 
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2. SHARPENING THE STRONG LINKAGE PRINCIPLE 
Let k be an algebraically c osed field of positive characteristic p. LetG be 
a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over k, defined and split 
over the prime field of k, and let T be a split maximal torus of G. We write 
the character group X of T additively. Each rational G-module V is a direct 
sum of its weight spaces ~={uE VIt.o=n(t)u for all JET}, AEX; if 
I”#0 then i is called a weight of V and dim( V’) is its multiplicity. 
Furthermore, twisting V by the Frobenius morphism Fr of G we get a new 
G-module VF’, and the weights of VF’ are the weights of V multiplied byp. 
Let @ be the root system of G with respect to T, fix the set @+ of 
positive roots, and let B2 T be the Bore1 subgroup with - @ + as the set of 
roots. Preliminaries on these topics can be found from [4]. 
Each rational B-module D determines a locally free sheaf 9(D) on G/B, 
and the right derived functors of the global section functor give us 
G-modules #(G/B, Y(D)). They are denoted by H’(D) in the sequel. In
particular, foreach 1 E X we have the corresponding one-dimensional 
B-module k,, and we write Z?(n) for H’(k,). On the other hand, we can 
consider the Weyl modules V(n), 1E X+, reduced modulo p from the 
simple modules in the characteristic 0 case. Then @(-w,(J)) and V(1) 
are dual modules; here w,, is the longest element of the Weyl group of @. 
The simple module of highest weight ile X+ is denoted by MI and its 
composition multiplicity in a G-module V by [ V: M,]. Details about these 
matters can be found from [ 1, 8, lo]. 
In this ection we show how to replace the relation i the strong linkage 
principle by the regular linkage relation. This requires only minor changes 
in the treatment of[ 11. 
First, wemodify the two long exact sequences inCorollary 2 of [ 11. Let 
c1 Ed and x E X with (x + p, ~1” )2 0. Write (x + p, tl ”) = r = par’ where r, 
r’,a~O,andp~r’ifr#O.Foranyp~Ewith (p,a”)>Oweset 
where P, is the minimal parabolic subgroup with positive root CX. (So Y,(p) 
is the P,-module V: of [ 11.) Assume for a moment that r’ > 1. Set 
x’= x - rp. The P,-modules V:+p and I’;+p--cr fo med the starting point in 
Cl]; we modify the argument simply by replacing these modules by 
w,(x + PI = Y,(r’p)Fe@ Y,(x’ + P), 
~~(x + PI = Y,(r’p - aJFrn 63Y,(x’ + P), 
respectively. Note that Y,(x’ + p) is one dimensional with x’ + p as the only 
weight since (x’ + p, c( ”) = 0. As in [l] we now take a suitable sub- 
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quotient P of W,(x+ p) with a weight vector basis (cl,..., t?,.-,}, and a 
weight vector basis {f&..., ,.- 2f } of IV&(x + p), in such a way that he map 
P-+ IV& + p) sending ei to ifi-, is a B-homomorphism. This results in
four short exact sequences, and as in [ 1 ] Demazure’s lemma then gives the 
following long exact sequences: 
. . ..H’+’ (s;~)+H’(~)+H’+~(~(-~))-+ *a*, 
. . . +H’+’ (C)+H’+‘(v(-p))+H’(Q)+ ... 
where V( -p) = P@ k --p and C, Q are certain B-modules. The advantage 
over the situation in [ 1 ] lies in the fact hat C and Q are now smaller: they 
both have the weights 
(s~~~+mp”+la~O~mp”+‘~ (x+p, a”)}, 
all multiplicities equal 1. Here we had r’ > 1; if r’ = 0 or 1 then modifying 
the above argument suitably we still get the long exact sequences with 
p=C=Q=O. 
The following set-up and notation are used frequently in the rest of the 
paper. 
Fix a reduced expression s8, ... sBN, flit d, of the longest element w0 in 
W. For each i = l,..., N set wi = sBt..  sB, and ai = sB1 .. . sgt-, (pi). Then the 
roots ai are pairwise distinct and @+ = {a,,..., aN} [S, p. 1583. 
Let x E -p + X+. Write x0 = x, and xi = wi. x for i = l,..., N  We define 
numbers qi, i= l,..., N, as follows: if(xi-, + p, /I: ) = 0 then qi = 1 (this 
case never occurs for dominant x), otherwise qiis the largest power of p 
dividing (xi- i+ p, /?y ). 
The considerations above now give the following long exact sequences, 
j = l,..., N, 
. . . ~H’+‘(x~)~H’(x~_~)-,H’+‘(~~,~)~..., (i) 
. . ..H’+’ (CJ +H’+‘(&j) + Hi(Qx,j) + ... (ii) 
with obvious B-modules VX,j, CX,j, Q,,j, where the weights of C,j and Q,,j 
are 
with multiplicities 1. Moreover, here (xj- 1+ p, Bjv ) = (x + p, ajv ). 
In this et-up the argument of Andersen [l] yields, with the aid of 1.1, 
the following strengthening of the strong linkage principle. (The analogue 
of Lemma 5 of [ 1 ] is contained in4.2.) 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Andersen [ 1] ). Let x E - p + X+ and 2 E X+. Zf M, is a 
composition factor fH’( w’ x) for some i > 0 and w E W then x-++ 2. 
3. SMALL DOMINANT INTERVALS 
The partial order -H on X gives us sets 
called intervals (with respect to--H ). We now define a particular class of 
intervals that will play acentral role in our main results. Special cases were, 
in effect, used already by Jantzen in Satz 11 of [lo] and by the author in 
[13, 141. 
DEFINITION. Let 1, x E X with x -H I and [A, x] c X+. We say that 
[A, x] is a small dominant interval if w = 1 whenever 5-+ w. 4’ is a regular 
step with 5, 5’ E [,I, x], w E W. 
Clearly a subinterval of asmall dominant interval isagain such. 
An equivalent definition s obtained replacing < + w. r’ by w. 5 + <‘, 
sincet+w.t’isregularifandonlyifw-’.<+<’is. 
As the name suggests, a small dominant interval isindeed rather small, 
which is shown by the following fact: if 5+ r’ + 5” are regular steps in the 
direction of the same root c1 then not all of the three weights lie in the same 
small dominant interval. To verify this, consider the case w =ssL in the 
definition. 
Let REE and @:E@+. Replacing above ++ by the relation -H with 
respect to(R, @[ ), regular steps by regular steps with respect to(R, CD’: ) 
(see Sect. l), X+ by the set {xEXI(X,C()>O for all a~@:}, and W by 
the subgroup generated by {s, 1sl E@T }, we get the definitions of intervals 
and small dominant intervals with respect to (R, @: ). 
The following proposition presents a large number of examples of small 
dominant intervals, and, in particular, it shows that we are dealing with a 
generalization of the situation considered in [13]. 
There are, however, other kinds of small dominant intervals, too. The 
figures below show some examples for B, and GZ. The roots are oriented as
in [9, 9.31. Pick any weight II belonging to an alcove (assume p is large 
enough) inside a region surrounded bya heavy line. Then the set consisting 
of the elements of W, . I in the same region is a small dominant interval, 
provided that it is inside X+ (see Fig. 1). Finally, note that a maximal 
small dominant interval may contain one point only: consider the weight 2
in Remark 3 of [2]. 
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FIGURE 1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F, F be facets with FnF nonempty, XE Fn X+, 
IeFnX+, and Jtx. Assume that J7 t T x implies (E X+. Then the set 
ywtx1 . IS a small dominant interval, ndinside it t and cc coin- 
Proof: Let F, be a facet in FnP and WF its tabilizer in W,. Write 
J= ~5~wwn). 
Let <, ~‘EJ with 5 > <‘= s,,,~. 5 Then At <‘t 5 t x. From [ 10, Lem- 
ma 6(i)] it follows that F,, lies in the closures ofthe facets containing l and 
<‘. Hence s,,,~ E WF, that is F,, ‘H,,,, and clearly then r, r’$ Hor,mp for 
any m. So < and 5’ are (a, p)-regular. Since in addition 5’ E X+, we get that 
l--) 5’ is regular. We conclude that any reflection 5 + t’ inside J with 5> [’ 
is a regular step. In particular, A. ++ x and JG [A, x]. 
Now let x = ,u~ + . . . + p, = A be a chain of regular steps. Suppose that 
some pi4 --p + X+ and let i be minimal with this property. Now 
W./&E -p+x+ for some w E W, and by 1.1 we have a chain 
Pi- 1 -+ . . . + w. pi of regular steps inside --p + X+. Since pi + A implies 
w+pi--++ w.2, we have regular steps wepi+...+ in --p+X+. Thus 
there is a chain x-,...~~~-~~“‘~w.~~~...~~ in --p+X+, and 
it follows that It w.pifpi-r t x. Hence pi-r, w .pi~J. Since w # 1 
and JcX+ this contradicts [lo, Lemma 71. We deduce that the 
chain ~=p~-+...+p~=A is inside --p+X+, and consequently 
;ltp+lt...tpItx. This shows that [IZ,X]EJCX+ and thatctim- 
plies tin [A, x]. 
Now we have [A, x] = JC X+ and that cc and f coincide in [A, x]. 
Finally, if5, 5’ E [A, Y] and w E W with r + w. r’ regular, then the above 
argument gives w = 1. Hence [A, 2-J is a small dominant interval. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F, and F be facets with F,,GF and 
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(x+p,u”)>Oforallx~F~,u~~~.DenotethestabilizerofF~iin W,by 
W;. Then W?. 1 is a small dominant interval foreach I E Fn X. 
Proof From Lemma 6 in [lo] it follows easily that WF. E. =
{CW~- tW+} h w ere A-, I + satisfy the assumptions of3.1. 
4. INTERVALS AND COMPOSITION FACTORS 
In view of 3.1 it is no surprise that he results in [ 131 can be extended to 
encompass mall dominant intervals: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let [A., I] be a small dominant interval nd w E W. 
Then [H’(w . x) : M,] is nonzero if and only tf i = f(w). Moreover, 
[Z-I”“‘( w. x) : MA] is independent of w. 
The reader can easily translate th treatment in[ 131 to give aproof or 
4.1. Here we only take up two lemmas and a definition that should be used 
instead of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and the definition of the set Iin [ 131; they 
will also be needed in Section 6.Notation is as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let XE -p + X+, 1 CiG N, 0 < mpqj < (Xj- 1+ P, B,” >, 
WE W, and <=w.(xj+mpqjpj)E -p+X+. Then x-r and x#C. Zf in 
addition [<, x] is a small dominant interval then w= w,:~‘~ and x + < is a 
regular step in the direction of lj. 
Proof Now 5 = ww,- 1 . <’ where 5’ = s,, .1 + mpqjaj. Since 
pqj/(~+p,orjv)>mpqj>O, x-r’ is a regular step. By 1.1 then x-5. 
Since [ is closer to -p than x we have x # 5. If [5, x] is small dominant 
then wwjP i = 1 and hence < = 5’. 
LEMMA 4.3. if [A, x] is a small dominant interval, w E W, and if l(w), 
then [H’(w.x): M,] =O. 
Proof: We only list the changes that have to be made in the proof of 
[ 13, 2.31. Of [2, 1.31 one needs amodified version where kp is replaced by
kpq,. Instead of Cl, Theorem 11, [13, 2.11, and [13, 2.21, one uses, respec- 
tively, 2.1, 4.2, and the fact hat a subinterval of asmall dominant interval 
is again such. 
DEFINITION. For any A, x E X we denote by Z(A, x) the set of those I’s in 
{l,..., N} for which there is a regular step x + 5 in the direction ofai such 
that ; ++ 1. 
Of course, Z(A, 10 depends on the chosen reduced expression of wO. Note 
that Z(A, x) is nonempty if and only if A-- x and A #x. 
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Finally, we mention that in our set-up Theorem 3.1 of [2] becomes 
THEOREM 4.4 (Andersen [2]). Let {A, x} = [A, x] be a small dominant 
interval. Then [Ho(x): M,] = 1. 
5. A PROPERTY OF SMALL DOMINANT INTERVALS 
The following result will be needed in the induction proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let [A, x] be a small dominant interval and 1 #x. Set 
m = min I(& x) and let x+ 5 be a regular step in the direction of a,. Assume 
that I(,$ <) is nonempty. Then m < min I(& 5). 
First weprove 5.1 by assuming the following lemma that deals with root 
systems ofrank two, and then we sketch a proof or the lemma by means 
of a case-by-case analysis. 
Recall that in rank two the labelling @+ = {al,..., M,} gives one of the 
two cyclic orderings of @ +. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let @ be of runk two. &t [A, x] be a small dominant inter- 
val and x + r + I regular steps in the directions of a and p, respectively. 
Then there is a regular step x+ e’ in the direction of a’ such that l’ + il, 
a’ #a, and a is not between a’and p in a cyclic ordering of @+. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.Let i E I(1, 5). We claim < i. There are 
regular steps x + < + A’ + ... + a where the first two are in the directions 
of a,,, and ai, respectively. Clearly m =min Z(n’, x)and i E Z(n’, c), so that 
we may assume A’= ,I. Write a=a, and B=a,. Then a#fl. 
As in the proof of 1.1 we let Q1 be the root system generated by a, p in 
the plane E, = [wa + rWfl, and @J[ = @ + n @r is the set of positive roots in 
a,. Let X~={x~X~(x,y”)~0 for all YE@:}. Then GTE@+ and 
x2x: 3x+. 
Let [,I, x]r be the interval in E with respect to(--p, @:) (see Sect. 3). 
Obviously a regular step with respect to(--p, @: ) is regular, so that 
[,I, xl1 c [A, x]. Clearly [A, xl1 is a small dominant interval with respect 
to t-p, @:). 
Let R be the unique point in H,,, n H,, n (A + E,). We can apply 5.2 to 
the plane ,I + El = x + E, in such away that everything s done with respect 
to (R, @:). We deduce that here is a’ E@; n Z(I, x) such that a’ #a and a 
is not between a’ and p in a cyclic ordering of @[. (The set X: was chosen 
from inside X, so Xc n El might not be the whole set of dominant weights 
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in E, with respect to@:. This causes no trouble since the crucial weights 
A, x, <, and 5’ are in X: . ) 
Let a’=cr,. Now we have m, i, j~(l,..., N} such that i#m#j, 
m = min Z(J, x),j~Z(& x), the roots c1,, CI,, ajare in the same plane, and a, 
is not between cli and 01~. Inparticular, j belongs to 
where now w,, denotes 1(see [S, p. 1581). The claim follows once we show 
that iis in the same set, too. If i=j there is nothing to prove. Assume i#j 
so that m, i, j are pairwise distinct. We separate wo cases. Let first uilie 
between a, and aj. Since w,- , takes a,,, and ctj to positive roots, itdoes the 
same to cli, and hence iis in the above set. Finally, let aj lie between a,,, and 
cli. The equality (*) holds with m replaced bym + 1, too. So j> m implies 
that w,(aj) is positive. Since in addition ~,(a,,,) is negative, w,(ctJ must be 
positive. H nce i > m. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We prove actually a slightly stronger result than 
claimed: we show that here are 5’ and Al’ as in the lemma with either 5’ = 2 
or <’ + 1 a regular step. 
The author has not found a unified proof or the existence ofsuch 5’. 
The method that was used was simply to go through all the root systems of 
rank two and for them all the pairs (a, /?) of positive roots with u# j?, and 
to give 5’ explicitly in each case; some of these cases had still tobe divided 
into subcases. This is a long and tedious task, and therefore only one case 
is shown here as an example. It illustrates th  general strategy, butdetails 
are rather different i  different cases. (If one is only interested in the special 
intervals of 3.1 then one can soon convince oneself o the lemma by means 
of plane figures.) 
Consider the case where @ is of type B, and a, j? are the nonsimple roots 
with a short. Let C = sa,npY * x and 1= s@,,,,b. 5 where pJ n, p [ m. Since the 
steps x + < + A are regular and [A, x] is small dominant, we have 
(x+p,a”)=np”+n’ and (<+p,B”)=mpb+m’ where O<n’<p” and 
O<m’-cpb. 
Let a, be the long and a2 the short simple root. Then 
(x+p, a; > = (2mpb-np”) + (n’+2m’). 
Set t’ = Sa2,zmpb - “pa .x =x - (n’ + 2m’) az. (A candidate for 5’ is found by 
considering thespecial case of 3.2.) Then 
(5’ + p, a; > = (np”- mph) + (n’ + m’) 
and A = s,,,,~’ - ,,,pb .<’= 5’ - (n’ + m’) ui . When we show that x+ 5’ + A are 
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regular steps then 5’ and a2 are seen to be the elements required in the 
lemma. 
First, weconsider the step <’ --+ A. Since IE X+ it is enough to show that 
P min(a,b) does not divide n’+ m’. Suppose that n’+m’= kp’ where 
c = min(a, b) and k E Z. Then 
(<+p,a”)=np”-n’=(np”-kp’)+m’, 
and here p’ does not divide m’ since otherwise p”=p’ would divide 
kp’ - m’ = n’. Moreover, np” - kp’ > (A+ p, a ” ) > 0. Hence, if r = 5 - m’a, 
then 5 4 z is a regular step. Furthermore, r - m’aZ = Iz EX+ and 
(T + p, a; ) = (2mpb - np” + kp’) + m’, 
so z -t 1 is a regular step. Hence r E [A, x]. Now K + < --, T are regular steps 
inside [A, x] in the direction ofthe same root. This is a contradiction since 
[A, x] is a small dominant interval. 
Now consider the step x+ <‘. First, wecheck that pb does not divide n’. 
This then implies n’ <pb since otherwise the step x + 5 could be divided 
into shorter regular steps in the same direction. 
Let n’ = kpb, kE Z. Then c = b since n’ <pa. We separate two cases. 
Assume first pb J 2m’. Then one can easily show that here are regular steps 
x + r + z’ -+ I in the directions f j?, a, a, respectively; here z= I- rn’fl and 
r’ = z - ja where 0 --z j c pb, pb 1 j + 2m’. The chain t + r’ + A gives a con- 
tradiction. Next assume pb I2m’. Then p = 2 and pb = 2m’ since 0 < m’ <pb. 
Now there are regular steps x+ z 4 z’ + < in the directions f a,, a, /I, 
respectively, where z = I- m’a 1 and z’ = t - (n’ - 2m’) a. The chain 
z’ + < + A gives acontradiction. 
Now n’ <pb, so n’ <pmin(a,b). Hence 
O<(A+p,a;)=(2mpb-np”)+n’ 
implies2mpb-np”~OO.If2mpb-np”=Othen~’=w~~wherew~W,w#1; 
this is impossible since 5’ + ,? is regular and [A, I] is small dominant. 
Hence to show that x+ 5’ is regular itis enough to check that pmi”(Q,b) does 
not divide n’ + 2m’. 
Suppose n’ + 2m’ = kp’, c = min(a, b), kE Z. Then 
(<+p,a,“)=(np”-mph-kp’)+m’, 
and here p” does not divide m’ since it does not divide n’. Set t = { - m’al. 
Then 
(t + p, a; ) = (2mpb - np” + kp’) + 2m’, 
where pc does not divide 2m’, and r-2m’a2=AEX+. Hence z-+1 is 
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regular. Now, m’ < p’ since p’[m’, and then ( < + p, a,” ) > 0 implies 
np” -mph - kp’ 3 0. As above one shows that equality here is impossible. 
We deduce that 5+ z is a regular step. Furthermore, 
hence x + r’ is regular when z’= x - (n’+ m‘) ar. Finally, one sees easily 
that Z’ + r is a regular step, and then the chain r’ + t -+ A gives a con- 
tradiction. 
6. INTERVALS AND HOMOMORPHISMS 
In this section we show, in particular, the existence of the 
homomorphisms mentioned in the Introduction: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let [A, x] be a small dominant interval with d #x. rf 
0 < i < min I(k, x) then 
First, we prove the following lemma. Recall that the socle of P(1), 
;i EX+, is isomorphic toMA. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let ;1 EX+ and A -+’ B +@ C +? D an exact sequence of 
G-modules. If [D : Mn] = 0 then the natural map 
HowAG @YJ)) -+ Hom,(B, @)(A)) 
is injective. If [A : MA] = 0 and [D: M,,] = 0 for all A cc q E X+ then the 
map is b~ective. 
Proof: Using Hom,( - , P’(L)) and its right derived functors we get 
two long exact sequences from the short exact sequences 0 -+ Im(cr) -+B + 
Im(@) + 0 and 0 + Im(/T) -+ C -+ Im(r) -+ 0. If [D : MJ = 0 then 
Hom,(Im(y), Ho(L)) = 0 and so the maps 
are injective. Modifying the argument in [3, 3.5(iii)] suitably one proves 
that Ext;,(M,, L?“(L)) # 0 implies q+ 2. Hence if [D : M,] = 0 for all 
1 ct- q EX+ then Ext”,(Im(y), p(n)) =0 for all n. If in addition 
[A: MJ =0 then HornJIm( P’(n))=0 and the long exact sequences 
show that he above maps are bijective. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We use the set-up and notation of Section 2. For 
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each i E Z(A, 2) we denote by x(i) the unique weight in [A, x] with x + x(i) 
a regular step in the direction fai. The uniqueness follows from the fact 
that [A, x] is small dominant. More precisely, if 
where 0< n:<p then x(i) = s;x + nipqiai. 
Let I +t 4 E X+ and assume that M, is a composition factor of ZZq(Q,,i) 
or ZYP(C,~) for some q and i. Then M, is a composition factor of some 
Z-Zq(li + mpq,b,) with 0< mpq,< (xi- 1+ p, jy ). From 2.1 and 4.2 we then 
deduce that i E Z(& x) and m = ni. In particular, 
CH”(Q,,i) : Mql= 0 = CH’(C,,i): Mql (1) 
for all i $Z(A, I), q > 0, 1 ++- tj EX+. 
Let i E Z(l, 2). Since x(i)i- 1 = wi- 1 . x(i) = xi + n,pq,P, we have the exact 
sequence 
0 + Q’ + Q,,i + k,(i,,- i -+ 0
of B-modules. Ifq 3 0 and A cc q E X+ then [H”(Q’): MV] = 0, otherwise 
we could argue as above and show that Q’ has x(i) as its weight. Sowe can 
apply Lemma 6.2 to the long exact sequence derived from the above 
sequence. We get 
HomdHqMiL 11, H”(n)) 5 HowWq(QJ9 H”(l)) 
for all iE Z(A, x), q 2 0. 
(2) 
Next we treat CX,i similarly, except hat from the long exact sequence we 
deduce 
[Hq(c,i): M,l= CHq(x(i),-,): M,l (3) 
for all i E Z(l, x), q 2 0, 1 4-+ tj E: X+. 
Let iEZ(A, x) and A cc VEX+. If [Hq(x(i),-,): MV] #O then by 2.1 and 
4.2 17 E[A, x(i)]; so [r~, x(i)] is small dominant, and now 4.3 implies 
q = i - 1. Therefore both sides of (3) are 0 unless q = i - 1. But then we can 
apply Lemma 6.2 to the part 
H’( Cx,i) + H’( rx,,i) + Hi- ‘( Q,,i) + Hi + ‘( C,,i) 
of the sequence (ii) in Section 2; we get 
Hom,(H’- ‘(Q,,i), H”(l)) N Hom,W’( VJ, ff?n)) (4) 
for all i E Z(A, x). 
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The sequence (i) in Section 2 gives 
#(Xi) + H’-‘(Xi-I) -+H’( Q) + H’f ‘(Xi), 
and here [H’+ ‘(xi): ML] = 0 by 4.3. By Lemma 6.2 we have an embedding 
Homo(H’( rx,,i), fO1)) - Horn&H’-‘(Xi- I),P(A)) (5) 
for each i E Z(A, x). 
From (1) and the exact sequence (ii) we see that if i# I(& x) then 
ZZq( rz,i) has no composition factors M, with 1 ++ q E X+. Hence by the 
sequence (i) and Lemma 6.2 
Hom,(Hi-‘(~i- 1), p(1)) N Hom,(H’(XJ, @‘(I)) 
for all i$I(& x). 
(6) 
We prove the theorem by induction x. Fix x and assume that the 
claim is true for all proper subintervals [A,x’] with ,I # 1’; this assumption 
is empty if no such x’ exists. Let m = min I(& 2). From (2), (4), and (5) we 
get an embedding 
That the left-hand side is nonzero follows from [2, 2.71 if x(m) = 1, while 
in the case x(m) # I we can use the induction hypothesis since 
Proposition 5.1 gives 
0 d m - 1 <m < min I(& x(m)). 
Finally, by(6) the spaces Hom,(Hi(;Si), p(n)) are isomorphic for i= O,..., 
m- 1. 
A closer study of the proof yields the following byproduct (see Section 7, 
however). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let [A, I] be a small dominant interval, ;1#x, and 
m = min Z(A, x). Let x + < be the regular step in the direction ofu, with 
5 E [A, x]. Then there is a homomorphism Z?‘(x) + IF’(g) that induces an 
embedding 
ProojI Now 5 is the weight x(m) of the previous proof. Since the map 
in Lemma 6.2 is the natural one, we see from the derivations f (2), (4), 
(5), and (6) that here are homomorphisms 
Ho(t) cL-Hrn-‘(Xm-lP+ Wx) 
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inducing 
H~~oW%)~ ff’(4) - HomG(~“-‘(xm-l), ff’(l)) 
= HomGW%)9 @(A)) (*I 
(use (6) with 5 in place of 2, too). On the other hand, m = min Z(r, 1) so 
that we can apply (6) for i < m with 5 in place of 1. Hence g induces 
Thus f= hg for some h : Z?‘(x) + P’(t). This h induces the composite map 
in (*). 
As an immediate consequence ofTheorems 4.4 and 6.1 we get a slight 
generalization of [ 2,4.1] :
COROLLARY 6.4 (Andersen [2]). rf (A, x} = [A, x] is a small dominant 
interval then HomG(@(X), H”(n)) N k. 
It is perhaps worth pointing out that here is also adirect way to deduce 
6.4 from 4.4, shorter than the argument in [2]. Namely, 4.4 implies that 
there is a nonzero homomorphism f: Z?‘(x) -+Z(n) where Z(n) is the injec- 
tive nvelope of Ml. It is enough to show that Im(f) c ZZ”(J) when Z?‘(a) 
is regarded inside Z(n). If this were not the case then p(x) would have a 
composition factor M, with Extk(M,, Z?(L)) ~0. This would imply 
x --H q + i (see the proof of 6.2), and easily I# q # I; this contradicts the
assumption. 
7. INTERVALS AROUND SPECIAL POINTS 
A weight p is called special ifp divides (p + p, a ” ) for all roots CI. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A, be a dominant special weight and W: its tabilizer- 
in W,,. Let A, be a weight in a facet whose closure contains A,,, and set 
J= W? * AI. Then J is a small dominant interval satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) Zf 5, 5’ E J and t: + 5’ then Horn&Z?‘(<), ZP’(<‘)) N k. 
(ii) If 5, {‘, 5” E J and Z?(c) -+ H”(t’) -+ H”(r”) are nonzero homo- 
morphisms then the composite map is nonzero. 
Thus the situation for Weyl modules with highest weights “around a 
special point” is, in a sense, similar tothe situation for Verma modules, see 
[7, 7.6.6, 7.6.231. Note too that here are cases where [Z?‘(r), M,.] > 1 for 
5, t’ E J, J as above [ 11, 4.4, Anhang]. 
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Proof: By 3.2 J is a small dominant interval. LetJ= [E, , i”‘]. 
We make use of the translation fu ctors; fortheir definition andproper- 
ties the reader may consult [121 and [3]. Let C be the lowest alcove, i.e., 
the alcove with -p~c and (x+p,cc”)>O for all XEC, ME@+. Let 
aECn(W;&) and zeCn(W;;l,). IfiE[A-,13.+] then 
Hom,JF,Z?o(&). ZZ”(1)) 2: Hom,(HO(&), T;@‘(n)) 
N HomG(@(&), Ho(&)) N k. 
On the other hand, there is an epimorphism FcZ?‘(&,) + p(1+ ). Hence by 
6.1 we have 
Hom,(HO(n + ), Ho(A)) N k (1) 
for all IIE [A-, A+]. 
Consider a regular step + $ inside [A -, 1+ ] in the direction ofasim- 
ple root j?. We can choose the reduced expression w0= s8,. sBN so that 
p = j?, .Then plainly j?= LX,,, where m = 1 = min I@, 2) for any A E [A-, $1. 
Pick a nonzero homomorphismf: ZZ”(p) + Z?‘(p’); by 6.4 it is unique up to 
a scalar multiple. According to Corollary 6.3 f induces 
for any AE [A-, A’]. 
Let 5 E [A -, 1+ 1. Since &, is special ?V$ contains some sp,mp for each 
simple root /?. Obviously there is a chain ;1+ = pLo + p1 -+ . . . -+ p,, = 5 of 
regular steps in directions ofsimple roots (see 3.1). Choose nonzero 
homomorphisms f.:Z~@-,)-‘@(p~) and set g=fn...fi:Z?‘(A+)+ 
Z?‘-‘(t). By (2) g induces 
HmAfJ?S), ff-‘(l)) - Hom,(ff’-‘(~+ 1, p(,J)) (3) 
for all 1~ [A-, A’]. Now [i?(v): M,-] = 1 for any VE [A-, A+], see [14, 
2.61. (We use this opportunity omention that in [14, 2.61 one should in 
addition assume that Pn (w . F) contains a weight.) Hence taking A= A- in 
(3) we deduce 
[Coker(g): M,J =O. (4) 
Now 6.1, (l), and (3) imply (i). 
Let < -+ 5’ be a regular step in [A-, A+] and h: Ho(l) -+ Z-ZO(<‘) a non- 
zero homomorphism. Pick chains A+ --) . .. + 5 and ;i +-+ . . . + r’ as above, 
and let g: fl(n+) + p(t) and g’: @‘(A+) -+ Z?(t’) be resulting composite 
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maps. Now (3) gives hg # 0, hence by ( 1) hg is a nonzero scalar multiple of 
g’. So (4) applied to g’ yields 
[Coker(h): M,-] =O. 
Since this holds for any such h and [P(v): MA-] = 1 for all VE [A-, A’], 
condition (ii) follows now easily. 
In Sections 4 and 6 all small dominant intervals were treated ina unified 
fashion. ‘In view of 7.1, 6.3, and 6.4, it therefore seems natural to make the 
CONJECTURE. The conditions (i) and (ii) of 7.1 hold for any small 
dominant interval J. 
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